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Abstract: Power conversion from solar thermal energy to electrical energy is still very cost-intensive.
Serious effort has to be given in the development of the concentrator or heliostat structure expenditure
which contributing the most expensive component in a central receiver solar power plant. With current
development to find alternatives and lower down the capital, a new mode of sun tracking has been
developed and feasibility tested. As it applies a single stage collector replacing conventional double
stages structure, the new technique has significantly benefits use in high temperature and high
concentration solar energy applications. Meanwhile, the stationary or fixed target (receiver) offers
more convenient working environment for various applications. Large and heavy solar powered
Stirling Engine could be placed at the stationary location. On the other advantage offers by the new
technique, the optical alignment was reasonably easier and less time consuming.
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parts: primary tracking of heliostat and secondary
tracking of slave mirrors.

INTRODUCTION
Fixed target type of solar collector such as central
power tower[1-4] is usually involves the use of multiple
numbers of sun tracking as concentrator devices for
bigger scale and higher power comparing to that of
moving target solar collectors. The sun tracking which
is with plane reflective surfaces however, the targeted
images have relative large dimension and limiting the
concentration[5]. Therefore, it cannot be directly used to
apply to the small receiving area of some thermomechanical convector, e.g., the heat part of Stirling
engine. Solar furnace on the other hand employing twostage reflection through plane sun tracking and huge
parabolic mirror can produce very high concentration to
focus the solar rays at small area[6-8]. However, this
method has to involve high cost and long engineering
time, particularly for the precise optical alignments.
Therefore, this new technique is proposed to replace the
conventional azimuth-elevation tracking mode[9-12] to
rotation-elevation tracking mode[13] and concurrently
modify the slave mirrors, which are able to be
controlled to realize a variable focusing. The working
principle of the sun tracking will be illustrated by two
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The principle: In this technique, mirrors are arranged
in rows and columns. A master mirror is fixed at the
centre. Slave mirrors which share the same frame but
have two extra moving freedoms about their pivot
points are surrounding the master mirror. Each slave
mirror is angularly moved about its pivot point to
reflect sun rays into the same fixed target of the master.
The result at the target is the total combination of
individual mirror images.
Primary tracking: The purpose of primary tracking is
to target the sun image of master mirror into a
stationary target. Then, this master mirror image acts as
a reference for secondary tracking where all the slave
mirror images
will be projected on it. In Fig. 1, we
JJJG
define ON
as
the
normal vector of the heliostatJJJfront
JJJG
G
surface; OS as the vector that points to the sun; OT as
the vector that points to a fixed target. Figure 2 shows
the
that contains the three vectors
JJJGrotation
JJJG of theJJJplane
G
( OS , ON and OT ) during primary tracking. The
tracking movement can be studied by two independent
components (Fig. 3).
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The coordinate system attached to earth reference
frame is illustrated in Fig. 4. The vector CS that points
towards the sun can be described in terms of hour angle
ω and the declination angle δ . The observer Q is
located at the latitude Φ . By defining a coordinate
system with the origin, C, set at the centre of the earth,
the CM axis is a line from the origin to the intersection
point between the equator and the meridian of the
observer at Q. The CE (east) axis in the equatorial plane
is perpendicular to CM axis. The third orthogonal axis,
CP is the rotation axis of the earth.
The coordinate system attached to the local
heliostat reference frame is illustrated in Fig. 5. The
vector OS is in the function of the angle β and the

a. Rotation movement: The heliostat has to rotate
about the TT’ axis so that the plane can follow the
JJJG
rotation of the vector OS . As the sun moves through the
sky from the morning to solar noon, the plane will
rotate starting from horizontal and turning to vertical.
The angular movement about this rotation axis is
denoted as ρ. In Fig. 1, the rotation modes of the sun
tracking, ON is defined as the normal vector of the
heliostat surface; OS is the vector that points to the sun;

Fig. 1: Rotation modes of sun tracking

Fig. 3:

Sun tracking mounting

Fig. 4: Coordinate system attached to earth
reference frame

Fig. 2: Rotation plane of sun tracking rotation
OT is the vector that points to a fixed target. In Fig. 2,
the rotation of the plane of reflection, that which
contains the three vectors ( OS , ON and OT ), during
primary tracking. In the new reflection plane, the vector
OS points to the new position of the sun and the vector
ON ' is the reflector normal of the new orientation so that
the sunlight is still reflected towards the target.
Figure 3 illustrates the mounting of sun tracking.
which has two tracking axes that are perpendicular to
each other, as does the conventional mount. First
rotational axis is pointing toward the target and it is
indicated by TT’ axis. The second axis, elevation axis is
attached parallel to the reflector and it is shown as FF’
axis.

Fig. 5: Coordinate system attached to the
local heliostat reference frame
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angle ρ . The relationship between the incidence
angle θ and the angle β is π 2 = 2θ + β . The local
heliostat reference frame is referred to only when the
heliostat frame is oriented in such a way that the
normal of master mirror becomes parallel with the
rotation axis. The origin of the coordinate system is
defined at the centre of the master mirror and is denoted
as O. The OR axis is parallel with the array of
mirrors arranged in the vertical direction of the
heliostat frame. The second axis, OU axis is parallel
with the array of mirrors arranged in the horizontal
direction. The third orthogonal axis, OT axis is a line
pointing out from the origin towards the target
direction.
b. Elevation movement: The rotation of the heliostat
about FF’ axis (perpendicular to the plane) will adjust
the heliostat normal position within the plane until it
JJJG
JJJG
bisects the angle between OS and OT . As a result, the
sunlight will be reflected onto the target. This angular
movement depends on the incident angle of the sun
relative to the heliostat normal and it is denoted as θ.
The formulas for ρ and θ can be derived by
transformation study of two different coordinate
systems: one attaches to the centre of the earth and the
other attaches to the heliostat. In Fig. 4, by defining a
coordinate system with the origin, C, set at the centre of
the earth, the CM axis is a line from the origin to the
intersection point between the equator and the meridian
of the observer at Q. The CE (east) axis in the
equatorial plane is perpendicular to CM axis. The third
orthogonal axis, CP is the rotation axis of the earth.
JJJG
Vector CS pointing to the sun can be described in
terms of its direction cosines, Sm, Se and Sp to the CM,
CE and CP axes respectively. Given the direction
JJJG
cosines of CS in terms of declination angle (δ) and
hour angle (ω), we have a set of coordinates in matrix
form

Sm  CosδCosω 
  

S =  Se  = −CosδSinω
 Sp  Sinδ

 

 H f   Cos β Cos ρ 
  

=
H  H r  =  − Cos β Sin ρ 
 H t   Sin β


(2)

JJJG
where β is the angle between the vector OS and its
projection on the surface of heliostat and its relationship
with θ is obviously:

1 π 
θ =  −β
2 2 

(3)

The new set of coordinate, H, can be interrelated to
earth frame based coordinate, S, by three successive
rotation transformations.
The first transformation is resulted by a rotation
about the CE axis through the latitude angle Φ (Fig. 4).
In matrix notation, it takes the form

 CosΦ 0 SinΦ 

1
0 
Φ=  0
 −SinΦ 0 CosΦ 

(4)

The other two transformations take into account of
the heliostat initial orientation angles relative to the
earth surface, which are facing angle, φ and target
angle, λ. The facing angle of the heliostat, φ, is the
rotation angle about the Zenith made by the heliostat
normal when it rotates from the direction towards north
to the direction towards a fixed target (assuming that
the fixed target and central point of heliostat are at the
same horizontal level). Hence, φ=0° if the heliostat is
placed due south of the target; φ=90° if the heliostat is
located due west of the target. The transformation
matrix for the rotation angle φ about the Zenith is

0
0 
1


φ =  0 Cosφ −Sinφ 
 0 Sinφ Cosφ 

(5)

In general, the central point of heliostat is not at the
same horizontal level with the focusing target.
Therefore, a rotation transformation through λ about
OU axis (Fig. 5) is required. λ=0° means the heliostat’s
central point is at the same horizontal level as the
target; λ=10° means the OT axis is rotated 10°
clockwise from horizontal line. The transformation
matrix is then

(1)

Figure 5 illustrates another coordinate system attached
JJJG
JJJG
to the heliostat. Similar to the case of CS , vector OS
pointing to the sun can be described in terms of its
direction cosines, Hf, Hr and Ht to the OF, OR and OT
JJJG
axes respectively. Given the direction cosines of OS in
terms of β and ρ, we have a set of coordinates in matrix
form

 Cosλ 0 Sinλ 

1
0 
λ=  0
 −Sinλ 0 Cosλ 
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Finally, H is the product of λ, φ, Φ and S as follows:
H=λφΦS
(7)
From the solutions of the matrix, we obtain β and ρ as
 − Cos δ Cos ω ( Sin λ Cos Φ + Cos λ Cos φ Sin Φ ) 

 (8)
β = ArcSin  − Cos δ Sin ω Cos λ Sin φ
 + Sin δ Cos λ Cos φCos Φ − Sin Φ Sin λ
(
)


for rows below the master mirror) is the distance
between the centre of master row and the centre of the
row where the corresponding slave mirror located.
Similarly, to overlap 4 columns of slave images
onto the central mater image, each column has to move
through an angle,





γ=

 −CosδCosωSinφSinΦ + CosδSinωCosφ + SinδSinφCosΦ  (9)
ρ = ArcSin 

Cosβ



Eqs. (9) and (3) represent a rotation-elevation
tracking mode to perform sun tracking by using a
prototype and it has been proven successfully.
However, with the movement of the sun tracking of
central master mirror, the images of the slave mirrors
will be inevitably aberrant. To achieve a high
concentration, the slave mirrors need to be adjusted
accordingly to overcome this aberration. This
adjustment is rather minor, particularly if the target is
far away from the heliostat. The principle of this
secondary order tracking is illustrated as follow.

1
 H 
ArcTan 

2
 LCosθ 

(11)

where the definition of L and θ remain the same while
H is the distance between the centre of master column
and the centre of the column where the corresponding
slave mirror located.
The side view of a 25-mirror heliostat with P
representing the heliostat frame is illustrated in Fig. 6.
The central row (row 3) contains master mirror. Slave
mirrors of row 1, 2, 4 and 5 are attached to the heliostat
frame in such a way that they can be turned about their
own pivot point P1 , P2, P4 and P5 respectively.

Secondary tracking: The new tracking mode
encourages the arrangement of the slave mirrors to be
grouped into rows and columns as under this mode, the
mirrors in the same row or column will have the same
movement. Figure 6 shows the side view of a 25-mirror
heliostat with P representing the heliostat frame and the
central row (row 3) contains master mirror. Slave
mirrors of row 1,2,4 and 5 are attached to the heliostat

RESULTS
To proof the feasibility and reliability of the
proposed formulas, tests have been conducted over
years since 1997 in Universiti Teknologi Malaysia by
two different scales of sun tracking prototypes. A
typical structure of sun tracking of this new technique is
illustrated in Fig. 7, which has successfully focused
images into one fixed target and maintained it
throughout the day (Fig. 8).
As an example of its application, a prototype of
Sirling engine was tested and successfully operated as
illustrated in Fig. 9. The result was excellent where it
ran continuously for the whole day without major

Fig. 6: Side view of a 25-mirror heliostat
frame in such a way that they can turn about their own
pivot point P1, P2, P4 and P5 respectively. To overlap 4
rows of sun images onto the central master image, each
row of slave mirrors has to rotate through an angle, σ,
1
 HCosθ 
σ = ArcTan 
(10)

2
 HSinθ + L 
where L is the horizontal distance between the pivot
point of central mirror and the target point Q (Fig. 4); H
(positive for rows above the master mirror and negative

Fig. 7: Prototype of a heliostat focusing to a target
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formerly in the same team and effort, together
struggling for the success of this research while we
were in University Teknologi Malaysia.
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